SUMMER 2023

EVERY PURCHASE MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Unique gifts that empower artisans, preserve traditions and spread happiness worldwide

Spring Sonata Dress (page 40)
Classy Accent Hat (page 40)
Venetian Necklace (page 16)

On location in Uluwatu, Bali, Indonesia
TREASURES OF THE WORLD

Take a journey around the world with us, empower artisans and spread some happiness today!

2,500 MASTER ARTISANS

EXPLORE THE WORKS OF THE WORLD’S FINEST ARTISANS.

SOIREE GIFT BOX. Swirling iridescent colors showcase the incredible artistry of Mexico’s handblown glassware. Nestled in a beautifully gift wrapped box your recipient will find a pitcher, two matching glasses, and a hand carved mahogany spoon perfect for their next soiree. This and other curated gift sets, perfect for every gifting occasion, are available in the Unique Gifts Collection online. Pitcher 84 oz, Glasses (2) each 11 oz., Spoon 7.75”L.

#428850 Soiree Gift Box $79.95

MOLA LEATHER TRAVEL SLING. Colombia’s colors and beauty are present in the stunning designs that embellish a handy leather sling bag crafted by the Mola Mola Association. This traditional mola artwork, which consists of a reverse applique technique, forming a unique pattern with each layer. The artisans decorate this bag with colorful flowers and patterns in honor of the country’s stunning jungles. The eye-catching handbag comes with an adjustable strap, two zippered compartments at the front and one at the back. The interior is fully lined with a zipper closure and an interior pocket. Bag 9.75”H x 8.5”W. Straw adjusts 25”-48”L.

B. #430164 Coffee Mountain Mola Bag $89.95
C. #430165 Dark Otirrico Mola Bag $89.95
D. #430163 Red Jungle Mola Bag $89.95

COLOMBIAN TREE FROG JEWELRY. Colombia’s glory can be seen in the wondrous species that wander the country’s tropical forests. One of the inhabitants of this South American paradise is an exotic amphibian that lives in the jungle’s lowlands—the red-eyed tree frog. Andres Hurtado Eden crafts a sterling silver pendant necklace and matching post-style earrings featuring these famous frogs and paints their bright colors using natural dyes.

Necklace 17.75”L, pendant 1”L. Earrings 0.75”L.

E. #430206 Tree Frog Necklace $49.95
F. #430207 Tree Frog Earrings $49.95

BUTTONED DOWN PANTS. Accented with genuine coconut shell buttons on both sides, these stylish pants are a delight to wear. The pants are crafted from lightweight double cotton and feature a comfortable elastic waistband, side seam pockets and the lower two buttons can be opened if desired. Machine Wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).

O. #411383 Buttoned Down Pants Black $69.95
P. #411384 Buttoned Down Pants Navy $69.95

MOLA LEATHER TRAVEL SLING

COTTON GAUZE STYLISH SEPARATES. This cool and comfortable cotton collection from Ying and Joy is both chic and versatile. With subtle details such as asymmetrical ruffles and pintucks plus fit and flare styling, each piece is a pleasure to wear. The double-layer cotton gauze fabric is lightweight and wearable from day to night. Made in Thailand. 100% cotton. Machine wash. See more styles and colors from Ying and Joy online.

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-18), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).

G. #405720 A-line Dress - Periwinkle SM (4-10), L/XL (12-18) $69.95
H. #405721 A-line Dress - Teal SM (4-10), L/XL (12-18) $69.95
I. #426766 Ruffle Cap Sleeve Top - Coral $44.95
J. #405723 Classic Pants - Grey $59.95
K. #405724 Classic Pants - Black $59.95
L. #405725 Ruffle Cap Sleeve Top - Coral $44.95
N. #411377 Ruffle Cap Sleeve Top - Coral $44.95

COLOMBIAN TREE FROG JEWELRY

Stylish Cotton Gauze Separates

ORDER ONLINE: novicacatalog.com

CALL: 1.800.347.3147
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A. GREEN TEA VINTAGE BATIK TUNIC. Sea green and soft sage create the soothing color palette in this relaxed-fit tunic. The rayon top features a hand-stamped vintage batik motif, sporty v-neckline, and three-quarter sleeves with coconut shell button accents. Charmingly designed, motif placement and colors may vary slightly due to the handmade nature. Hand wash cold. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Save 20. % Free S & L. #415062 Green Tea Vintage Batik Tunic $59.95

B. ROMAN GLASS EARRINGS. Recovered from archaeological dig sites that are up to 2,000 years old, the Roman glass in these petite drop earrings is formed into glittering tower-like shapes set into handmade sterling silver bezels. Due to the age of the materials, please expect variations in color. 1.0". #348615 Roman Glass Earrings $64.95

C. NAGA TRIO NECKLACE. Three polished orbs center a sterling silver naga chain decorated with petite rings in this stylish necklace from Balinese jewelry designer, Putu Putri. The necklace pairs perfectly with any outfit, day or night. Ring and toggle closure. Adjusts from 18" - 18.75". #258215 Naga Trio Necklace $89.95

D. AZTEC ELEGANCE BRACELET. With hints of Aztec details, this fashion-forward bracelet is crafted by Guillermo Arregui, in Taxco, Mexico. The elegant sterling silver cuff is crowned with natural turquoise, the stone of wisdom, protection and hope. 6.25" (end to end). #182126 Aztec Elegance Bracelet $169.00

E. EARTHY JADE EARRINGS. An earthy melange of colors collide in these waterfall earrings from Thailand’s Somluck Komolmith. Discs of jade and quartz swing from the ends of sterling silver rods and chains creating movement and shine. 3.0"L. #285146 Earthy Jade Earrings $59.95

F. #379199 Long Shirt - White $49.95

G. #379200 Long Shirt - Terracotta $49.95

H. #411334 Long Shirt - Sage $49.95

I. SEAside BREEZES INFINITY SCARF. Thai artisan Vinita handweaves this delicate infinity scarf. Lightweight cotton keeps you warm without overheating, and the ocean-inspired colors will have you thinking of beach escapes no matter the weather. Machine wash cold. 66.0"L x 18.5"W. #263247 Seaside Breezes Infinity Scarf $39.95

J. INDONESIAN RAINBOW GLASS WIND CHIME. Balinese artisans near Singapura collect fallen teak branches and wood from the local coffee plantations to fashion this delicate, colorful wind chime. Each piece will vary slightly. Coffee and teak wood, glass, and nylon string. 16.0"L x 11.0"W. #305963 Indonesian Rainbow Glass Wind Chime $39.95

Third Generation Balinese jewelry artisan Putu Putri follows in her family’s footsteps by crafting beautiful sterling silver jewelry in timeless designs.

“So gorgeous! The color is even more brilliant in person. Fabulous craftsmanship.” ALINA

Order online: novicacatalog.com  Call: 1.800.347.3147
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**BALINESE BATIK TUNIC.** A perfect transitional season cover-up, this tunic is handmade using centuries-old batik methods native to the islands of Bali and Java. A wax resist design is hand-stamped onto the fabric by artists before dyeing the fabric with an array of vibrant colors. Colors and placement may vary slightly due to the handmade nature. 100% rayon. Hand wash.

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 35"L.

A. #368222 Balinese Batik Tunic - Fuchsia and Purple $99.95
B. #368223 Balinese Batik Tunic - Blue and Purple $99.95

---

**C. THAI VINEYARD EARRINGS.** A cascade of tourmaline in shades of chardonnay, merlot and more showers a large cultured baroque pearl in these playful, dangly earrings by Thai artisan Saranarat. Features 24k gold-plated sterling silver ear wire. 2.5"L.

#241027 Thai Vineyard Earrings $119.95

---

**D. HMONG LABYRINTH HANDBAG.** A maze-like Hmong pattern is created with traditional batik methods on this cotton shoulder bag from Pimpun in Thailand. The bag is fully lined in faux suede, and features leather trim and straps with a natural hemp band around the top opening. The interior will keep you organized with multiple pockets and even a removable zipper bag with more pockets inside. Made to be carried by its sturdy handle, or across the body with the included removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Handle strap adjusts 15"-17", shoulder strap adjusts 25"-45"L.

#381746 Hmong Labyrinth Handbag $189.00

---

**E. THAI VINTAGE BATIK DRESS.** Create some magic with our elegant caftan-style dress. Floral batik accents define the asymmetrical V-neck and three-quarter sleeves of this rayon maxi dress. Crafted in multiple complementary and muted shades with antique batik motifs. 100% rayon. Hand wash. Made in Indonesia.

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 54"L.

G. #394718 Vintage Batik Dress - Plum $109.95
H. #404660 Vintage Batik Dress - Lagoon $109.95
I. #404661 Vintage Batik Dress - Meadow $109.95

---

**F. EARTH SERPENT BRACELET.** Anantaboga, the great earth serpent, inspires a bracelet of graceful curves by Putu Gede Darmawan. The realistic sterling silver snake wraps around the wrist and features a hidden hinge for easy wear. Its ever-watchful eyes are bathed in 18k gold. Made in Indonesia.

Bracelet 6.75"L (end to end) x 0.25"W. Matching ring whole sizes 6-12.

M. #259044 Earth Serpent Bracelet $89.95
N. #387171 Earth Serpent Ring $49.95

---

**G. EARTH SERPENT RING.** Made in Indonesia.

Matching ring whole sizes 6-12.

M. #259044 Earth Serpent Bracelet $89.95
N. #387171 Earth Serpent Ring $49.95

---

**H. HAND-PAINTED GOURD BIRDHOUSE.** Peruvian artist Percy Rojas transforms dried mate gourds into nesting shelters. Decorated with floral motifs, butterflies and ladybugs. Hang it in your favorite tree in the garden or wherever you relax to watch the birds. Blue approx 8.75"L, Pink, Yellow approx 11.5"L.

J. #396345 Gourd Birdhouse - Pink $39.95
K. #396344 Gourd Birdhouse - Blue $39.95
L. #396348 Gourd Birdhouse - Yellow $39.95

---

**I. ECO-FRIENDLY FLIP-FLOP SCULPTURES.** Working to clean up oceans and waterways, recycle, and employ the local community, Ocean Sole of Kenya creates amazing, colorful sculptures from recycled flip-flops. These sweet dog and cat sculptures are formed and hand-carved from approximately 8 flip-flops, and can take as much as 7 hours to create. Each dog or cat is unique with variations in color, pattern and placement.

E. #408347 Eco Cat $48.95
F. #408348 Eco Dog $48.95

---

**J. HMONG LABYRINTH HANDBAG.** A maze-like Hmong pattern is created with traditional batik methods on this cotton shoulder bag from Pimpun in Thailand. The bag is fully lined in faux suede, and features leather trim and straps with a natural hemp band around the top opening. The interior will keep you organized with multiple pockets and even a removable zipper bag with more pockets inside. Made to be carried by its sturdy handle, or across the body with the included removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Handle strap adjusts 15"-17", shoulder strap adjusts 25"-45"L.

#381746 Hmong Labyrinth Handbag $189.00

---

**K. HMONG LABYRINTH HANDBAG.** A maze-like Hmong pattern is created with traditional batik methods on this cotton shoulder bag from Pimpun in Thailand. The bag is fully lined in faux suede, and features leather trim and straps with a natural hemp band around the top opening. The interior will keep you organized with multiple pockets and even a removable zipper bag with more pockets inside. Made to be carried by its sturdy handle, or across the body with the included removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Handle strap adjusts 15"-17", shoulder strap adjusts 25"-45"L.

#381746 Hmong Labyrinth Handbag $189.00

---

**L. HMONG LABYRINTH HANDBAG.** A maze-like Hmong pattern is created with traditional batik methods on this cotton shoulder bag from Pimpun in Thailand. The bag is fully lined in faux suede, and features leather trim and straps with a natural hemp band around the top opening. The interior will keep you organized with multiple pockets and even a removable zipper bag with more pockets inside. Made to be carried by its sturdy handle, or across the body with the included removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Handle strap adjusts 15"-17", shoulder strap adjusts 25"-45"L.

#381746 Hmong Labyrinth Handbag $189.00

---

**M. EART SERPENT RING.** Made in Indonesia.

Matching ring whole sizes 6-12.

M. #259044 Earth Serpent Bracelet $89.95
N. #387171 Earth Serpent Ring $49.95

---

**N. EART SERPENT RING.** Made in Indonesia.

Matching ring whole sizes 6-12.

M. #259044 Earth Serpent Bracelet $89.95
N. #387171 Earth Serpent Ring $49.95

---

**OCEAN SOLE CREATES JOBS AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR THE LOCAL COMMUNITY, ALL WHILE CLEANING UP THE WATERWAYS IN ORDER TO PROTECT MARINE LIFE.**

**“Just love this dress, always a classic!! Love the colors and the crafting.” Cadenza**
G. BUDDHA’S CURLS GEMSTONE EARRINGS. Bali’s Zayd Makarim transforms sterling silver half-hoops into something truly special by adding a three-carat, faceted amethyst or blue topaz. The oxidized sterling silver pattern, known as Buddha’s curls, also decorates hundreds of Buddha statues at Borobudur temple in central Java. 1"L.
#302836 Buddha’s Curls Amethyst Earrings $119.95
#304067 Buddha’s Curls Blue Topaz Earrings $119.95

H. INDIAN BOTHE TRAVEL SHIRT. Intricate, stylized palm leaves unfurl across this silky-smooth, travel-friendly shirt. The pattern is called boteh in Farsi, but Westerners know it as paisley. In wrinkle-resistant 100% rayon with a range of vivid colors, this lightweight three-quarter sleeve shirt is a simple way to extend your travel wardrobe. Side vents at the hem. Made in India. Machine wash. S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20). Size L is 25.5"L.
#352236 Indian Boteh Travel Shirt $59.95

I. SPRING BEAUTY NECKLACE. Evoking the new colors of spring, this necklace is presented by India’s Shanker. A curling sterling silver vine comprises the pendant. Dazzling blue topaz and amethyst gemstones are paired with an iridescent rainbow moonstone to represent colorful new blooms during springtime. Chain 18"L, Pendant 1.75"L.
#344479 Spring Beauty Necklace $69.95

J. CONVERTIBLE ITALIAN LEATHER BACKPACK. For versatility while traveling, a convertible bag is a must. Ours is made by a studio near Pisa, using the same leather it supplies to luxury handbag designers. Wear it as a backpack for hands-free sightseeing. Carry it as a handbag while dining out or in a museum where backpacks are off-limits. Black has gold tone hardware and Blue has silver hardware. Handmade in Italy. 10"H x 10.5"W x 2.75"D. Blue (BL) or Black (BK).
#301927 Convertible Italian Leather Backpack $149.95
SPRINGTIME MALLOW EMBROIDERED BLOUSE. Bring the beauty of tropical Indonesian flora wherever you go with this breezy top from Bali. Designed by Made Suciati, this rayon blouse is decorated with hand-embroidered lace mallow flowers in an array of springtime colors and openwork accents at the top and bottom. Hand wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 25"L. A. #343855 Springtime Mallow Embroidered Blouse $64.95  B. #343854 Midnight Mallow Embroidered Blouse $64.95

C. EVERYDAY GEMSTONE STUD EARRINGS. Seven pairs of sterling silver earrings by Bhavya Jain feature different gemstones for every day of the week including green and black onyx, lapis lazuli, tiger’s eye, composite turquoise, garnet and cultured pearl. Made in India. Each approx. 0.3"Diam. #374751 Everyday Gemstone Stud Earrings $79.95

D. MEXICAN LEATHER HOBO BAG. This caramel-brown hobo bag wears its adventurous spirit with pride, as evidenced in the whiskered, buttery-soft leather that only gets richer with age. Made in Mexico by Ricardo Hinojosa, the bag features a central zip compartment and two with snap closures. 19"H x 13.75"W x 5"D, 9.75" strap drop. #195642 Mexican Leather Hobo Bag $199.00

E. ULTIMATE TRAVEL FOLIO. The ultimate organizer, this compact, elegant leather travel folio makes every trip a breeze. The full zip around case features pockets for bank cards, cell phone, journals and passport. Snap tabs hold cables or eyeglasses. An open sleeve is perfect for a tablet and a zipper pocket gives additional storage space for travel papers or boarding passes. Outer zip pocket for essentials. 11.0"H x 8.5"W. #412974 Ultimate Travel Folio $89.95

F. SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY EARRINGS. Cool blue topaz takes you on a sentimental journey that ends with ethereal sky-blue chalcedony. The road takes the scenic route in the form of a silver spiral, but you arrive looking dandy. Neeru Goel in India crafts the dangle earrings with sparkling gems set in polished sterling silver. The faceted blue topaz stones total over 1.5 carats. 1.75"L. #289024 Sentimental Journey Earrings $59.95

G. RELAXING BUDDHA. Buddha’s head rests upon his hands, and a faint smile plays across his lips. This serene sculpture by Seji Taram is hand carved from suar wood and signed by the Balinese artisan. Makes a thoughtful gift for the home or workplace. See Seji Taram’s full collection of incredible wood carvings online. 9.75"H x 8.5"W x 4"D. #226092 Relaxing Buddha $109.95

BALINESE HANDMADE LACE SEPARATES. Balinese artisan Made Suciati designs these beautifully casual rayon separates featuring hand embroidery called kerawang. The button front blouse features a V-neck that complements an inverted V hemline. The ankle length, elastic waist pants feature side seam pockets and lotus flowers at the hem. Machine wash delicate.

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Blouse size L is 27"L, Pants size L inseam is 27.5"L. A. #343867 Padma Flower Pants - Slate blue $64.95  B. #343866 Padma Flower Pants - Black $64.95

View Made Suciati’s full collection online and watch a video of how the beautiful Springtime Mallow blouse is created.

Seji Taram, a talented wood carver, trains and employs mostly women, many of them single mothers, in her Bali based workshop.

Artisan Embroidered Summertime Separates
L. SPARKLE MULTIGEM SILVER LINK BRACELET. More than 21 carats of garnet, citrine, peridot, iolite and amethyst bring a rainbow of color to this sterling silver bracelet created by Indian artisan Neeru Goel. The design is inspired by Rangwali Holi, the Hindu festival where friends and strangers playfully douse each other with vivid colored powders in a celebration of renewal, reconciliation and thanksgiving. Hook clasp. 7.5"L x 0.5"W. #420099 Claddagh Birthstone Necklace $119.95

C. #305818 Celtic Cultured Pearl Earrings $74.95
D. #301759 Celtic Cultured Pearl Necklace $74.95
E. #301766 Celtic Cultured Pearl Ring $84.95

J. KAJILI EMBROIDERED DRESS. Inspired by the folk songs sung for the approaching monsoon season in the Rajasthan region of India, this dress features a grey-blue base with golden Lurex throughout. The babydoll-style dress has cloud-colored ribbon trim and hand-embroidered and beaded flowers blooming from the first showers. This easy-to-wear midi-length dress features three-quarter length sleeves, v-neckline, gathered skirt and most importantly, side seam pockets. 100% cotton. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 43"L. #416256 Kajili Embroidered Dress $69.95

G. #359562 Himalayan Heirloom Shawl - Teal $64.95

H. ANTIQUE TREASURE BOX. Peruvian furniture maker Kelvin Maguña crafts a wood and leather chest featuring hand-tooled designs. The birds, flowers and leaves are hand painted in vibrant colors and given an antique finish. Beneath the main compartment are three drawers, two for small items and one for larger treasures. 11"W x 8"H x 6.25"D. #276539 Antique Treasure Box $170.00

K. WISDOM BELLS WIND CHIME. Thailand’s Teenasak Chaiwong crafts a lively wind chime inspired by elephants, symbolizing wisdom. The gold-tone metal pendants and bells hang in two sections, each with a rain tree wood knocker. An elephant stands with its trunk raised on the top, a symbol of good luck, welcoming the wind to create a gentle sounds in the breeze. 11.75"L. #419526 Wisdom Bells Windchime $37.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com
Call: 1.800.347.3147
A. EMBELLISHED EVENING JACKET. This fabulous black jacket from Vijay Singh is embellished with metallic sequins and seed beads. They border the neck and sleeves to create dramatic motifs for maximum glam. Made in India. 100% polyester including lining. Dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 26”L.

#365633 Embellished Evening Jacket - Black $89.95
#413037 Embellished Evening Jacket - Navy (online) $89.95
#413038 Embellished Evening Jacket - Soft Blue (online) $89.95

B. GOLDEN HORIZON EARRINGS. Sterling silver drops peek over an 18k gold-plated horizon line in these simple, elegant, and extremely versatile two-tone earrings by Indonesia’s Komang Wijayana. 1.5”L.

#213023 Golden Horizon Earrings $49.95

C. BOUQUET SLEEVELESS BLOUSE. Hand-embroidered with an openwork floral motif, Made Suciati’s sleeveless blouse is a breezy way to pass a warm day. Crafted from rayon in the Balinese artisan’s workshop, the blouse features a relaxed A-line fit and a classic scoop neck. Machine wash cold. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 26”L.

#430169 Sleeveless Rayon Blouse - Black $39.95

D. VENETIAN BALL NECKLACE. A fabulous sterling silver Venetian-style necklace is elevated to sophistication thanks to an impressive ball pendant with 18k gold-plated accents with a gorgeous hammerred finish. Designed by artisan Asri Paramita, the pendant also features swirl motifs crafted with the traditional Balinese jewelry silversmith technique. Necklace 20”L, pendant 1.25”Diam.

#429284 Venetian Ball Necklace $149.95

E. INDIAN-STYLE MEHNDI TRAVEL SHIRT. Intricate henna tattoos called mehndi are an integral part of many Indian weddings. These delicate patterns are the inspiration for our versatile travel shirt, created using a traditional wax-resist dye process for a crackle effect similar to batik. Imported. 95% poly / 5% Spandex. Hand wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18). Size L is 25.5”L.

#301842 Indian-Style Mehndi Travel Shirt $64.95

F. ENCHANTING AFTERNOON DRESS. Elegant and casual, this cotton and lurex dress is a gorgeous creation perfect for formal or relaxed occasions. Crafted by Anchal Ahuja in India, this three quarter-sleeve dress features a redwood tone enhanced with metallic threads that brighten the whole piece. As a final touch, tonal sequins and glass beads ornament the front with an enchanting aura.

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18). Size L is 40”L.

#413042 Enchanting Afternoon Dress $69.95

Hapy Hari learned the art of silversmithing from her parents including the revered traditional designs, based on circular motifs, that are inspired by Balinese offerings.

G. EDGE OF SUNRISE EARRINGS. 22k gold plated accents capture the morning’s glow in this pair of sterling silver half-hoop earrings. Designer Hapy Hari handcrafts these two-tone dot motif earrings in her family run workshop in Sukawati, Bali. Approx. 1.5”Diam.

#281944 Edge Of Sunrise Earrings $69.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com

Call: 1.800.347.3147
M. RELAXED CAT SCULPTURE. This little cat can sleep anywhere – a bookshelf, a table or a cabinet. Nengah Sudarsana carves the relaxed cat from suar wood, which displays a beautiful natural grain. His carving expertise is visible in the simple rendition of this sculpted feline.
6"W x 4.75"H. #364787
Relaxed Cat Sculpture $49.95

L. BRILLIANT LUSTER COPPER BRACELET. Intriguing textures in gleaming copper distinguish this unique bracelet. Mexican artisans Rosy and Daniel craft the modern cuff by hand using traditional jewelry techniques.
5.5"L (end to end). #333755
Brilliant Luster Copper Bracelet $24.95

HEAVENLY DROP TURQUOISE JEWELRY. Teardrops of natural turquoise reveal heavenly hues in these earrings and necklace by Guillermo Anrega. He works in Mexico's precious Taxco silver to create his beautiful designs. Simple and classic with a feeling of old world charm.
Necklace 17.75"L, Pendant 0.5"L. Earrings 0.5"L.
F. #397946 Heavenly Drop Necklace $59.95
G. #397947 Heavenly Drop Earrings $59.95

INDIAN PINTUCK COTTON TUNIC. A sheer delight for warm-weather style, this three-quarter sleeve tunic from Jay Kumar Maheswari is at once breezy and tailored. Pintuck pleats add texture and shaping, while an angled hem lends a relaxed look. The blouse is accented with tiny beads along the neckline, bodice and cuffs. 100% cotton. Machine wash.
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 29"L.
H. #366125 Pintuck Tunic - White $59.95
I. #414396 Pintuck Tunic - Peach $42.95
J. #414397 Pintuck Tunic - Antique $59.95
K. #373451 Indian Stonewashed Joggers (see page 43) $69.95

Compact design – perfect for essentials
INDIAN EMBROIDERED TUNICS. Vivid colors and intricate motifs evoke the beauty of the Indian subcontinent. Cotton embroidery along the button placket is a nod to the chikankari embroidery work of artisans in Lucknow, where the tunics are made. 100% polyester. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28”L. A. #395575 Royal Palace Embroidered Tunic $44.95 B. #345837 Antique Petal Embroidered Tunic $44.95 C. #345833 Flowers of the Sea Embroidered Tunic $44.95

D. CAPTIVATING RUBY NECKLACE. Symbolizing love, passion and success, the ruby on Bhavya Jain’s pendant necklace is considered the king of gemstones. The Indian jewelry artist uses sterling silver to handcraft her design, centering the pendant with a faceted, pear-shaped ruby gemstone. Necklace 18”L; Pendant 1”L x 0.5”W. #416355 Captivating Ruby Necklace $44.95

E. KANTHA CHARM BEDDING SET. Artisans in India use lively printed patchwork motifs to create these vibrant bedspreads, finished with a contrast running kantha stitch all over. Choose from a variety of rich colors that reverse from print to matching solid. Comes with two matching pillow shams. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Queen (Q) 116”L x 102”W; shams: 26”L x 20”W $179.00 King (K) 120”L x 114”W; shams: 36”L x 20”W $199.00 E. #374073 Sea Glass F. #374074 Grey G. #374075 Sunflower H. #374072 Indigo I. #374076 Red (reverses to navy blue)

J. EVERYDAY STYLE EARRINGS SET. Onyx, lapis lazuli, chalcedony and labradorite stones come together in this set of five pairs of earrings handcrafted in the studio of India’s Bhavya Jain. The set features 2 pairs of dangle earrings, 2 pairs of studs and one pair of classic silver hoops. The colorful stones pair perfectly with everyday fashion. Dangles 1”, studs 0.25”Diam, hoops 0.75”Diam. #428193 Everyday Style Earrings Set $79.95

K. CHOPSTICKS TRAVEL SHIRT. The broad cuffs and relaxed silhouette of this blouse are elements of Chinese fashion that date as far back as the Tang dynasty (A.D. 618–907). Three pairs of chopstick buttons replace the long sash that would have fastened a Tang-era ensemble. Imported. 58% rayon, 41% polyester, 1% Spandex. Machine wash delicate. S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 27.5”L. Turquoise (TQ), Green (GR) or Blue (BL). #371586 Chopsticks Travel Shirt $79.95

L. NARROW RIVER BRACELET. Sterling silver waves recall the energy of a flowing river. By Achara, the bracelet shows a shining ripple effect on a dark, oxidized cuff. Made in Thailand. 6” (end to end). #375296 Narrow River Bracelet $119.95

M. MISTS OF CUSCO HANDBAG. Crafted entirely by hand by the artisans of the Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco, this Inca-inspired 100% alpaca shoulder bag is functional work of art. The group raises alpacas for the fleece; then members shear, dye and spin the wool before weaving the textile on a traditional backstrap loom. Features a zipper closure and adjustable shoulder strap. Fully-lined with an interior zip pocket. 1.75”W x 7”H x 4”D. Strap adjusts 25-48”L. #402925 Mists of Cusco Handbag $119.95

Nilda Callañaupa, a Smithsonian recognized artisan, founded the Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco to revive and sustain ancestral weaving styles.
H. INDIAN LABRADORITE EARRINGS. By Neetu Barathi, modern drop earrings showcase labradorite’s inherent beauty. The faceted stones total some 12 carats and are set in sterling silver. Hook earrings. Natural stone may vary in color and variegation. 1”L. #342321 Indian Labradorite Earrings $49.95

I. CLOUDS & WAVES SUNDRESS. Dani Paraswati crafts this sea and sky inspired batik dress in her Yogyakarta workshop. Made with only natural materials and dyes, this maxi sundress is the ultimate summer dress. Showcasing both hand stamped batik and tie-dye techniques, the drape and feel are super soft and flowy. Features a back neck bronze zip and two roomy front patch pockets. 100% cotton, hand wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 55”L. #407040 Clouds & Waves Sundress $129.95

J. ANY DAY, ANY TIME, ANYWHERE BOHO TOTE. Expandable, durable and the one bag you need ‘round town or on the road. Lobster claw clips expand or draw in the sides of our leather trimmed recycled light blue denim and natural undyed cotton hobo tote. Cotton canvas lined with three interior pockets, one of which zips. Handcrafted in Guatemala. Bag 19”W x 12”H x 9”D, Straps 22”L. #387396 Any Day, Any Time, Anywhere Boho Tote $139.95

HAND-BLOCK-PRINTED BEDDING. This elegant bedding collection will be the focal point of your bedroom. Crafted using a hand block print method, each piece is designed as an homage to the ancient technique of dabu printing. The duvet cover and matching shams (included) feature a design of squares and lines bordered by stars and geometric motifs. Solid reverse side, coconut button closure on duvet and shams. 100% cotton. Machine wash. Full/Queen (FQ) 88” x 94” $119.95, King (KG) 94” x 106” $129.95

A. #350762 - Indigo
B. #396927 - Teal
C. #396928 - Grey
D. #350763 - White Floral Shams, set of 2 (matches indigo set only)

Standard (SD) 20” x 26” or King (KG) 20” x 36” $36.95

E. #350764 Accent pillow covers, set of 2, (matches indigo set only, insert not included) 16” x 16” $29.95

F. WAVES CARAFE SET. Just the thing for the bedside table or home office, this pretty carafe and glass set is created by Lulu and Daniel in Mexico. Inspired by the bright blue waters of Mexico, the eco-friendly pair is handblown from recycled glass. Decanter 9”H, 33 oz. drinking glass 4”H, 11oz. Hand wash. #417029 Waves Carafe Set $39.95

G. HOMESTEAD CERAMIC KNOBS. Perfect for livening up your home, this set of six ceramic flower shaped knobs is hand painted in colorful patterns. The set features one of each design with brass details and nickel plated iron fixtures. Made in India. Each approx. 1” Diam. & screw length. #366410 Homestead Ceramic Knobs $29.95

Sustainable style _ natural cotton _ recycled denim
A. CHÉVERE ART KNIT CARDI. This boho-inspired art knit cardigan will quickly become your throw-on-and-go favorite. The relaxed style and oversized fit in a luminous blend of baby alpaca – the fine fleece from the season’s first shearing – will keep you stylishly cozy. Pointelle openwork on the body and sleeve adds soft texture to a rich palette of honey brown, yellow, vivid orange, cool green and deep turquoise. 60% alpaca, 35% nylon, 5% merino wool. Dry clean. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 30.5"L. #402128 Chévere Art Knit Cardi $249.00

B. VIRIDIAN VINTAGE TUNIC. Viridian green viscose becomes an elegant tunic by India’s Anchal Ahuja. The top has a tonal-on-tone embroidered yoke; embroidery and antiqued metal buttons add interest to the cuffs. 100% viscose. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28.5"L. #387664 Viridian Vintage Tunic $49.95

C. MOUNTAIN LLAMA LEATHER SLING. Embossed by hand on brown leather, Andean llamas adorn a russet and dark brown suede sling bag by Kathiana Quispe. A front zipper pocket holds small items. Single lined inner compartment. Made in Peru. Bag 9.5"H x 7.75"W. Adjustable strap 47" - 55"L. #379643 Mountain Llama Leather Sling $54.95

D. HEALTHY WEALTHY & WISE CITRINE EARRINGS. Long believed to attract prosperity and success, word has it that wearing citrine can also help to maintain it. Test the wisdom of this belief with our gorgeous faceted citrine briolette earrings with garnet and peridot by Indian artisan Vivek Nathany. 22k gold-plated 925 sterling silver. 1.75"L. #319092 Healthy Wealthy & Wise Citrine Earrings $49.95

E. INDIAN HAVELI TUNIC. The patterns on this button-front tunic are taken from a haveli (private mansion) in Shekawati, India, and give just a hint at the abundance of geometric and arabesque decoration for which the town is known. Made in India. 96% rayon, 4% Spandex. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 31.5"L. Grey (GY), Olive (OL), Blue (BL) or Fuchsia (FS). #325098 Haveli Tunic $78.95

F. FLORAL HORIZON GOLDEN RING. In a combination of yellow, rose, and white 10k gold, this tricolor cocktail ring crafted by the Biason Family of Brazil features polished diamond cuts and textured contrasts. Band detail 3/8"W x 3/4"L. Whole sizes 6-10. #274988 Floral Horizon Golden Ring $229.00

G. CURIOSITY CAT & MOUSE. Peruvian artisan Fernando Castro expertly captures the tenderness of two well-known opposites of the animal world. A cat and a mouse, hand-carved from local cedarwood, stare at each other with innocent curiosity. Cat 3.5"H, Mouse 1.5"H. #419673 Curiosity Cat & Mouse $84.95

NOVICA’S NEW SEASONAL SUBSCRIPTION BOX
ships quarterly | cancel anytime

Every three months a new adventure awaits as you open your treasure filled UNDISCOVERED Box. Each seasonal box guides your exploration of the culture and traditions of a different region of the world as we surprise you with an array of wonderful artisan products based on your preferences. Just tell us if you want the Home, Women’s or Men’s focus box. This is the ultimate gift-wrapped artisan box - always includes a minimum of five products valued at over $150 for only $59.99.

THE ULTIMATE GIFT
Due to the handcrafted nature of these products, subscriptions are limited.
$15 OFF WITH CODE UNBOX

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION BOX WITH FIVE ITEMS IS ONLY $59.99

Visit undiscovered.novica.com to subscribe today.
Use Gift Code UNBOX for $15 off your first UNDISCOVERED Box.

On Location at Fundo Los Tilos Ranch, Chilca, Peru

Visit  undiscovered.novica.com to subscribe today.
Use Gift Code UNBOX for $15 off your first UNDISCOVERED Box.

Due to the handcrafted nature of these products, subscriptions are limited.

$15 OFF WITH CODE UNBOX

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION BOX WITH FIVE ITEMS IS ONLY $59.99

Visit undiscovered.novica.com to subscribe today.
Use Gift Code UNBOX for $15 off your first UNDISCOVERED Box.
E. SHEKHAWATI COTTON SHIRT. Shekhawati, in northern India, is known as the open art gallery of Rajasthan because of the thousands of intricate frescoes that decorate palaces, forts, and temples. The patterns on this shirt are taken from a local haveli (private mansion) and reflect the geometric and arabesque decoration to be found in Shekhawati. Made in India. 100% cotton. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 29"L. Brown (BR) or Green (GR).

#301799 Shekhawati Cotton Shirt $69.95

F. TIBETAN MANTRA COPPER BRACELET. Saying or even reading the words Om mani padme hum is believed to invoke the Buddha of Compassion. Some Eastern medicine traditions use copper and brass to alleviate arthritis and increase circulation. These two beliefs intertwine in our hand-hammered cuff. The Tibetan script for Om mani padme hum is overlaid on the face. Handmade in Kathmandu, Nepal. Copper, brass, nickel alloy. 7"L.

#301828 Tibetan Mantra Copper Bracelet $24.95

G. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ‘50 STATES, 5,000 IDEAS’. This richly illustrated book from the travel experts at National Geographic showcases the best travel experiences in every state, from the obvious to the unexpected. Each entry provides detailed travel information as well as fascinating facts about each state that will help fuel your wanderlust and ensure the best vacation possible. The book also includes a section on the Canadian provinces and territories. Paperback. 9.25"L x 7"W. 288 pages.

#396464 ‘50 States, 5,000 Ideas’ Book $24.95

C. BALINESE WINGED DRAGON SCULPTURE. Dragons are a recurring theme in Balinese art, where tradition holds them to be divine guardians of the gods. Hand carved of gleaming suar wood, this winged dragon sculpture fiercely protects home and family. Handcrafted in the Bali workshop of Seji Taram, where she carries on the family’s creative legacy. 6"H x 5"W

#131728 Balinese Winged Dragon Sculpture $79.95

D. MEXICAN TRAIN DOMINOES. The object of this classic domino game is to play all of the dominoes in the hand, forming trains that branch out from a central hub. The set features a solid wood train station, die-cast metal trains, 91 double-12 dominoes, and a wooden box for storing the entire set. Detailed game rules are included. For 2-8 players, ages 8 and up. 12"W x 10"L.

#301788 Mexican Train Dominoes $69.95

BREEZY DAY JACKET. When the wind kicks up or sun starts to set, grab this stylish extra layer. Crafted from 100% cotton twill, this collared jacket features a printed cotton lining, two button flap pockets, zip chest pocket and zip front closure. Adjustable button waistband and sleeve cuffs. Made in India in the design studio of Karan Singh. Machine Wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27.5"L.

A. #411404 Breezy Day Jacket- Indigo $69.95
B. #411405 Breezy Day Jacket- Khaki $69.95
LIVED-IN MENS SWEATER. These striking men’s 100% cotton sweaters feature stone washing and over-dyed hues giving them a soft hand and lived-in look. Casual and comfortable, sure to become your new favorite sweaters. Made in India. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27”L. A. #403221 Lived-in Zip-neck Pullover $69.95  B. #401595 Lived-in Denim Crew Neck Sweater $69.95

C. WATERPROOF WOOL BASEBALL HAT. Spalding included the cap in his baseball guide and from there it ran from the outfield to the main street. Our plaid cap combines the insulation of wool with the water-resistance of GoreTex®, and hidden ear flaps untuck for wind protection. Find your size by measuring the largest part of the head just above the brow. Wool/Poly blend. Hand wash or dry clean. Imported. #359798 Gore-Tex Waterproof Wool Baseball Hat $99.95

D. ULTIMATE TRAVEL FOLIO. The ultimate organizer, this compact, elegant travel folio makes every trip a breeze. In navy blue leather, the full zip-around case features pockets for bank cards, cell phone, journals and passport. Snap tabs hold cables or eyeglasses. An open sleeve is perfect for a tablet and a zipper pocket gives additional storage space for travel papers or boarding passes. Outer zip pocket for essentials. Made in India. 11”H x 8.5”W. #402630 Ultimate Travel Folio $89.95

E. DISTINCTIVE STYLE MEN’S BRACELET. Two distinct styles come together seamlessly in this men’s sterling silver wristband bracelet. Sturdy links form the chain with a box clasp and safety catch. The centerpiece, a rope and basket style flat chain, makes a subtle statement. Made in Indonesia. 8.5”. #300471 Distinctive Style Men’s Bracelet $195.00

F. GLENMORE IRISH LINEN SHIRT. From a third-generation family-run linen workshop in Kilkenny, Ireland comes this classic men’s shirt. The crisp charcoal linen shirt features long sleeves with wide cuffs, a mandarin collar and a slight shirttail hem. The impeccable tailoring means you can wear the shirt alone, tucked in or out or under a sportcoat for a modern look. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48). Size L is 28.5”L. #420085 Glenmore Irish Linen Shirt $169.00

G. EL BAJIO TRAVEL CASE. The El Bajio area of central Mexico is noted for its leatherwork, where Ricardo Hinojosa creates this classic design. Handsome and sturdy, this toiletries case is ready to go. The case is fully lined with an inner pocket, zip closure and handy carry strap. 9.5”L x 6.25”H x 3”D. #410389 El Bajio Travel Case $64.95

H. SHUT-THE-BOX GAME. After their sails were still for the night, Norman mariners would get out their dice and play Shut-the-Box. The simple and addictive game made its way around the world via merchant ships, and it remains especially popular in the U.K. today. Easy to learn and hard to stop playing, this classic all-time-favorite game features an Old World-look wooden box with wooden dice and tiles. Imported. For any number of players. 8”W x 6”L x 3”H. #306222 Shut the Box Game $35.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com  Call: 1.800.347.3147
A. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PHOTO ARK BOOK. Joel Sartore documents animals in captivity, especially endangered species around the world, creating studio portraits of 12,000 species. Foreword by Harrison Ford, tests by veteran wildlife writer Douglas Chadwick. With climate change affecting wildlife habitat, this book presents an urgent argument for saving the species of our planet. Hardcover. 10” x 10”/400 pages. #384903 National Geographic Photo Ark Book $35.00

B. ELEGANT MALLARD WOOD CARVING. Perfect for animal lovers and bird enthusiasts, this stunning signature sculpture depicts a lifelike female mallard. Nengah Sudarsana hand-carves the beautiful duck from Balinese albesia wood and paints it by hand in realistic detail. 6” H x 11.75” W x 5.5” D. #313307 Elegant Mallard Wood Carving $149.95

C. ECUADORIAN STRAW HAT. Craftspeople in Ecuador have made hats from the fibers of the flexible and durable toquilla palm tree for more than 400 years. Despite their origins, they’re known as Panama hats because that’s the port from which they were shipped to North America and Europe. This structured Panama hat features a pinched, two-tone crown and a grosgrain ribbon band. Professional cleaning only. #327206 Ecuadorian Straw Hat $155.00

D. LA CROSSE WIRELESS COLOR WEATHER STATION. La Crosse Technology’s newest color forecast station features a large, easy-to-read display with temperature, humidity, and forecast data. Monitor your indoor climate, as well as wireless outdoor environment with historical data, including HI/LO records for temperature and humidity. Displays the current barometric pressure and last 24-hour graph. Requires 5.0 volt power adapter (included) and 3 AA alkaline batteries for backup (not included). Sensor requires 2 AA alkaline batteries (not included). 6.5” H x 7” W x 6” D. #390336 La Crosse Wireless Color Weather Station $69.95

E. PERUVIAN COTTON GUAYABERA TRAVEL SHIRT. The guayabera, a favorite style from the Caribbean and Central and South America, is updated with travel-friendly details like a sunglasses loop and utility pocket big enough for a passport. Soft 100% cotton with traditional details like vertical alforza pleats. Made in Peru. Machine wash. White (WH), Blue (BL), Black (BK), or Green (GR). M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52). Size L is 30.5” L. #301833 Peruvian Cotton Guayabera Travel Shirt $78.95

F. ANCIENT FUN BACKGAMMON SET. Hand carved from alternating pieces of acacia and Indian elm wood, this portable backgammon set allows you to play the classic game—one of the oldest in existence—when you’re home or the go. The board is accented with green velvet and includes a doubling down cube. Brass-plated iron hardware latches the set for storage or travel. Board 11.75” W x 14.25” L opened. #412744 Ancient Fun Backgammon Set $99.95

Nengah Sudarsana turned his love of natural things into a passion. Not only are his realistic animal sculptures infused with detail, they capture the very essence of the animal.
A. ELEMENTAL MEN’S COTTON SHIRT. This boldly-printed men’s shirt is perfect for the resort, the beach or anywhere in between. The short-sleeved shirt features classic styling with a notch collar, pattern-matched chest pocket and vents at the side seams. Lightweight, breathable cotton lawn makes it the right choice for even the hottest days. Blue (BL) or Eggplant (EP). M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XLT (50-52); Size L is 29.5"L. #414215 Elemental Men’s Cotton Shirt $109.95

B. DRAGON OUROBOROS NECKLACE. Interpreted as an eternal symbol of the cycle of life, death and rebirth, the ouroboros is depicted as a snake or dragon eating its tail. With interlocking scales, and celtic runes around the inside, this sterling silver pendant necklace evokes ancient history. Spring ring clasp. Chain 20”L, Pendant 1.5”L x 1.0”W. #367950 Dragon Ouroboros Necklace $59.95

C. THINKING OF YOU WOOD SCULPTURE. This suar wood sculpture depicts a figure deep in thought, his abstracted body yielding to the brain’s superiority. A customer favorite from the NOVICA Classics Collection. Made in Indonesia. Suar wood. 11.75”H x 6.0”W x 2.0”D. #129458 Thinking of You Wood Sculpture $59.95

LINEN CARGO SHORTS. When the weather warms up, reach for these comfy and stylish cargo shorts for your outdoor events. With an elastic waist and adjustable drawstring, the linen and cotton blend shorts feature two cargo pockets, side seam pockets and welt back pockets with a button closure. Made in India. 65% linen, 35% cotton. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XLT (50-52); Size L is 30”L. #411403 Linen Cargo Shorts - Earth $59.95  
E. #411402 Linen Cargo Shorts - Khaki $59.95  
F. #413036 Linen Cargo Shorts - Navy $59.95

D. #411405 Linen Cargo Shorts - Navy 7" $59.95

G. POSITIVE ENERGY GEMSTONE PYRAMID. Attract positivity and repel negativity with this sleek gemstone pyramid, handcrafted in Peru by Cesar Gonzalez. Features stripes of, from the top: chrysocolla, aragonite, calcite, jasper, serpentine, leopard calcite and onyx. Natural stones; please expect differences in color and variegation. 3”sq. x 3”H. #169542 Positive Energy Gemstone Pyramid $34.95

H. SPORTING ELEGANCE COTTON PULLOVER. As comfortable as your favorite sweatshirt but infinitely more special. This sporty, lightweight pullover sweater is knit in Guatemala using raw, undyed cotton and recycled denim. Designed by Luisa Villavicencio, whose family maintains the country’s only remaining cotton farm. 100% cotton. Machine wash cold.  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52).  
#373868 Sporting Elegance Pullover - Blue Melange $119.95

I. OGHAM ANAM CARA BAND. In Celtic tradition, it’s believed that when you connect with that special someone, your two souls begin to flow together. Should such a deep bond be formed, it’s said you’ve found your anam cara, or “soul mate.” The band on this rhodium-plated sterling silver ring has no anam cara etched in the ancient Ogham Celtic alphabet. The men’s and women’s sized ring is crafted in Dublin, Ireland. Whole and half sizes 5-13. #418889 Ogham Anam Cara Band $199.00

J. CROSSROADS CHESS & BACKGAMMON SET. Meticulously handcrafted by artisans in Lebanon, this inlaid wood game set provides hours of family fun. The board and pieces are crafted from walnut, apple, lemon and pine woods with accents of mother of pearl. The folding game board features a chess/checker board on one side and a backgammon board on the other side. Chess pieces and checkers included. Open 15.75”L x 15.75”W x 1.5”H. Pieces range from 1”-3”H. #399063 Crossroads Chess & Backgammon Set $279.00

“Anam cara” encapsulates the Celtic concept of soul mate.
A. TREVISIO HEATHERED WOOL MIX VEST. This three-season men's vest is a versatile travel option, providing warmth without bulk in a stylish look for work or play. Features a vertical-zip chest pocket for phone or cards. Fully lined. Made in Treviso, Italy. 40% wool, 40% cotton, 20% polyester with 100% polyester lining. Hand wash cold. Brown (BR), Blue (BL). M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Sale 21.25". #334349 Treviso Heated Wool Mix Vest $129.95

B. AMERICAN RED CROSS FIELD RADIO & PHONE CHARGER. Stay informed in the field and up to date in an emergency with this AM/FM/NOAA weather digital radio, which also doubles as a smartphone charger. The radio itself charges using solar power, built-in rechargeable battery (mini USB cable included), or hand-crank. Includes a bright LED flashlight and red flashing emergency beacon. 6" W x 7" H. 1 lb. #327223 Red Cross Field Radio & Phone Charger $69.95

C. SWISS ARMY CYBERTOOL. The world has changed since the first Swiss Army knife was produced in 1891, and today these indispensable gadgets include the devices that 21st-century electronics require. The Cybertool has 27 tools from the standard blades and can opener to a bit wrench and hex drives. See online for the complete list. Approx. 8"L. 8.4 oz. #334569 Swiss Army Cybertool $129.95

D. CATTLEMEN RANGER HAT. Rugged good looks characterize this handsome men's hat by Gabriela Veronica. The Mexican artisan crafts it from full-grain golden tan leather with a darker braided leather hatband. Inner hatband and ventilation holes in the crown. Measure largest part of head just above the brow. Inner circ. S: 21.25", M: 22", L: 23", XL: 24". #387741 Cattlemen Ranger Hat $129.95

E. CASUAL AGENDA SHIRT. Perfect for those days when your only calendar entry is out-of-office and your activities are planned around whatever happens. Our long sleeve, button-front, single pocket shirt with a long-loved, comfortable feel is made from a breathable 85% cotton / 15% linen blend. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Sale 31.5"L. #374568 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Khaki $79.95 #374566 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Denim $79.95 #374567 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Slate $79.95 #430647 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Grey $79.95

F. PERUVIAN HAND-TOOLED LEATHER STOOL. Now in his 80s, Peruvian master artisan Wilfredo Rios has no plan to retire. “My art is my life,” he says, and we’re proud to offer this example of his remarkable leatherwork. Made of mohena wood and richly hand-tooled leather, with a grape and bird motif and brass nailheads, its design is inspired by colonial era saddlery. Approx. 15.75"H x 16.5"W x 15"D. 8.8 lb. #267896 Peruvian Hand-tooled Leather Stool $239.00 #360122 Inca Empire wool rug (2' x 3') $119.95

G. SWISS ARMY CYBERTOOL. The world has changed since the first Swiss Army knife was produced in 1891, and today these indispensable gadgets include the devices that 21st-century electronics require. The Cybertool has 27 tools from the standard blades and can opener to a bit wrench and hex drives. See online for the complete list. Approx. 8"L. 8.4 oz. #334569 Swiss Army Cybertool $129.95

H. CASUAL AGENDA SHIRT. Perfect for those days when your only calendar entry is out-of-office and your activities are planned around whatever happens. Our long sleeve, button-front, single pocket shirt with a long-loved, comfortable feel is made from a breathable 85% cotton / 15% linen blend. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Sale 31.5"L. #374568 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Khaki $79.95 #374566 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Denim $79.95 #374567 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Slate $79.95 #430647 Casual Flair Men's Shirt - Grey $79.95

Order online: novicacatalog.com
Call: 1.800.347.3147

From Fall through Spring, the perfect all-around vest
A. COTTON ALOHA TRAVEL SHIRT. Popular nationwide since the 1930s, the aloha shirt reflects Hawaii’s island culture and Japanese cultural influence. Once made from imported kimono fabric, these casual-Friday classics are worn in Hawaii for all but the most formal occasions. Colorful, breathable, and crease-resistant cotton lawn fabric with pearlized buttons. Handmade in Honolulu, Hawaii. 100% cotton. Machine wash. M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48). Size M is 29.5”L. #376986 Cotton Aloha Travel Shirt $109.95

B. PATHFINDER UV TRAIL HAT. Just the ticket for keeping cool and protecting yourself from the sun, this crushable hat features a mesh crown for ventilation, inner Coolmax sweatband and an adjustable chin cord. Rated UPF 50. Crafted in the USA. Professionally clean. Khaki (KH) or Olive (OL). Measure largest part of the head just above the brow. #412519 Pathfinder UV Trail Hat $52.95

C. QUICK-DRY ADVENTURE WATER SHORTS. When your travels include water activities, these quick-dry men’s nylon shorts are perfect. Cut like casual walking shorts rather than swim trunks, they’re perfect for everything from unexpected rainstorms or stream crossings to just staying cool on a humid day. Full-elastic waist and adjustable elasticized web belt, full mesh briefs, side zipper-secured cargo pockets, and mesh-lined cargo pocket. Imported. 100% nylon. Machine wash. Navy (NV), Grey (GY), Khaki (KH) or Blue (BL). M (32–34), L (36–38), XL (40–42). 8.5” inseam. #301748 Quick-dry Adventure Water Shorts $39.95

D. CARABINER CLIP WATCH WITH LED MICRO-LIGHT. Equipped with a powerful LED micro-light, our clever explorer’s watch has a built-in carabiner that clips onto belt loop or backpack. Luminous hands and hour markers. Water-resistant to 100 feet. Batteries included. 3⅛” L x 1⅝” W x ½” H. #305913 Mini carabiner clip watch - Gunmetal $54.95 E. #305914 Mini carabiner clip watch - Bronze $54.95 #340074 All-in-one travel wallet $54.95

E. WALLET WITH MULTITOOL. Go wallet-free with this ingenious all-in-one tool. Made of durable leather, it has four slots for cards or cash as well as a money clip that doubles as a bottle opener. RFID blocking for added security. A stainless steel, credit card–sized multitool slips into its own slot and includes a knife blade, ruler, can opener, screwdriver, butterfly wrench, saw blade, file, and key ring hole. 4.0” L x 3.0” W. #434327 Men’s Layered-Tones Batik Shirt - Green $79.95 G. #374325 Men’s Layered-Tones Batik Shirt - Navy $79.95

F. MEN’S LAYERED-TONES BATIK SHIRT. The unique design on this men’s cotton shirt was created using a traditional Indonesian hand-stamped batik process. Comfortable enough for casual daywear or for formal events on the islands, this garment by designer Donald Wira Putra features a chest pocket and coconut shell button placket. 100% cotton. Pattern may slightly vary. M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48). Size L is 30” L. #374327 Men’s Layered-Tones Batik Shirt - Green $79.95 G. #374325 Men’s Layered-Tones Batik Shirt - Navy $79.95

H. WALLET WITH MULTITOOL. Go wallet-free with this ingenious all-in-one tool. Made of durable leather, it has four slots for cards or cash as well as a money clip that doubles as a bottle opener. RFID blocking for added security. A stainless steel, credit card–sized multitool slips into its own slot and includes a knife blade, ruler, can opener, screwdriver, butterfly wrench, saw blade, file, and key ring hole. 4.0” L x 3.0” W. #340074 All-in-one travel wallet $54.95

I. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC BOOK ‘100 HIKES OF A LIFETIME’. This ultimate hiker’s bucket list treks through 100 energizing experiences for all levels. Filled with beautiful National Geographic photography, wisdom from expert hikers, as well as experiences along the way, there is a trail for everyone in these pages. 400 pages. Hardcover. 8.5” sq. #403895 ‘100 Hikes of a Lifetime’ Book $35.00
J. COLORS OF RIO ART GLASS VASE. Ocean blue, turquoise and rainforest green dance with lilac and aqua in a riot of patterns in this lively handblown glass vase. Seguso Family artisans in Brazil work in the age-old techniques of Murano glass brought from Italy to Brazil by Mario Seguso in 1954.

7”H x 3”Diam. #402096 Colors of Rio Art Glass Vase $159.00

K. CRESTED GEMSTONE BIRD. A beautiful bird boasts a crest of deep blue sodalite, feathers of caramel calcite, a serpentine crown, black onyx beak and a bold garnet tail. Cesar Gonzales creates this exquisite sculpture complete with wrought iron feet which perch gently on an aragonite trunk. Approx. 5”H x 3”D. #192190 Gemstone Bird $39.95

F. HAND CARVED HUMMINGBIRD COUPLE. A pair of joyful hummingbirds dance and flutter as they find an inviting perch in this jempinis and benalu wood sculpture by Bali’s Yudi Suardi. Please expect variation in the size and shape of the natural wood base. 7.5”H x 6”W x 5.5”D. #348698 Hand Carved Hummingbird Couple $59.95

Made Sriasih’s jewelry is inspired by the art of ancient kingdoms but defined by modern designs.

A. MARCASITE ELEPHANT NECKLACE. This sterling silver necklace by Thai artisan Narinee speaks to the bond between mother and child. With glittering marcasite decorating their bodies and garnets for eyes, this pair makes a touching gift, and the mother elephant’s upraised trunk is a sign of good luck. Handmade in Thailand. Modern 18”L; Pendant 1.5”W. #281535 Marcasite Elephant Necklace $79.95

SPARKLING DEW EARRINGS. Gentle gemstone teardrops sparkle within a frame of sterling silver jawan granulation, a traditional Balinese technique. Handcrafted in Indonesia by Komang Wijayana. 1.25”L. B. #216197 Sparkling Dew Blue Topaz Earrings $57.95

C. #273213 Sparkling Dew Amethyst Earrings $57.95

BALINESE TWO-TONE NECKLACE AND HOOP EARRINGS. Classic Balinese jewelry techniques are on full display in this elegant two-tone necklace and earrings handcrafted in the village of Celuk. Curling wirework and small silver droplets called jawan are delicately placed by hand using tiny tweezers to create elegant and versatile jewelry you’ll turn to every day. 18k gold plated bands complement the oxidized sterling silver. Lobster clasp necklace approx. 18”L; Earrings 1.25”L x 1”D. D. #186457 Balinese Two-tone Naga Necklace $119.95

E. #209421 Balinese Two-tone Hoop Earrings $79.95

BANDHANI TRAVEL SEPARATES. Bandhani is a western Indian tie-dyeing technique and the cloth is often used for women’s shawls. Here the technique is adapted for a silky collection of travel-ready garments. These wrinkle-resistant separates and mid-length dress drape beautifully and expand your travel wardrobe. The top features bandhani applique and the ankle-length skirt has an elastic waist with drawstrings. The fit & flare dress has a scooped neck and three-quarter sleeves. Made in Jaipur, India. 100% viscose rayon. Hand wash cold. Black (BK), Royal Blue (RB).

Small 1 xp length is 28”. Skirt length: S(33”); L(35”); XL: 36-38”. G. #301777 Bandhani Shirt $62.95

H. #301778 Bandhani Skirt $62.95

I. #396981 Fit & Flare Dress $69.95

A. Black
A. SPRING SONATA DRESS. Heralding spring, a pretty pair of songbirds embellish this breezy cotton dress. Anchal Ahuja designs this bohemian beauty, which features bishop style sleeves, gathered bodice and a hint of silvery Luxe threads woven throughout. Side seam pockets and full cotton lining. Machine wash cold. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 41"L. #416254 Spring Sonata Day Dress $69.95

B. PEACEFUL BIRD AMAZONITE NECKLACE. Created for the NOVICA World Peace Project, Peruvian artisan Nancy Quispe says “In designing this necklace, I was inspired by the story of the flight of a dove, sent by superior beings to spread calm throughout the world, to all sentient beings. In that way, there begins to be compassion for each other and coexistence in peace.” Working in sterling silver, Quispe handcrafts a gentle filigree dove with cool cabochons of natural amazonite accenting the dove’s tail feathers. Necklace 18"L, pendant 2.5"L. #425378 Peaceful Bird Amazonite Necklace $139.95

CLASSY ACCENT HAT. A classic accessory can enhance any outfit, just like this lightweight leather hat crafted in Mexico by Gabriela Veronica. The hat features a comfortable, perforated crown with ventilation holes and an inner band to keep the shape. The buckle-style hat band features a tonal woven cotton band along the leather belt making this a stylish accessory for any adventure.

C. #426931 Pink Leather Hat $99.95
D. #424009 Brown Leather Hat $99.95

E. NOMAD TRAVEL BAG. Alonso and Jazmin from Costa Rica design this multi-functional and stylish bag in a sturdy woven acrylic fabric in bold blue that makes a statement no matter where you go. The handy ready-for-anything bag features two adjustable leather straps, leather bottom for durability, outer pockets on both sides, and a waterproof lining featuring a internal pocket. The opening can be folded over and buckled closed for extra security. 18.5"H x 13.5"W x 5"D, Strap Adjusts 23.5" - 32.5"L. #422870 Nomad Travel Bag $199.00

F. PEACEFUL BIRD AMAZONITE NECKLACE. Created for the NOVICA World Peace Project, Peruvian artisan Nancy Quispe says “In designing this necklace, I was inspired by the story of the flight of a dove, sent by superior beings to spread calm throughout the world, to all sentient beings. In that way, there begins to be compassion for each other and coexistence in peace.” Working in sterling silver, Quispe handcrafts a gentle filigree dove with cool cabochons of natural amazonite accenting the dove’s tail feathers. Necklace 18"L, pendant 2.5"L. #425378 Peaceful Bird Amazonite Necklace $139.95

G. 22K ROMAN GLASS JEWELRY. Wear a piece of history with jewelry using ancient Roman glass. 22k gold-plated sterling silver wires encircle each iridescent disk, perhaps once a jug or wineglass. Handcrafted in Israel.

F. #306160 Roman Glass Earrings $179.00
G. #306161 Roman Glass Necklace $225.00
H. #363461 Roman Glass Bracelet $225.00

H. PEACEFUL BIRD AMAZONITE NECKLACE. Created for the NOVICA World Peace Project, Peruvian artisan Nancy Quispe says “In designing this necklace, I was inspired by the story of the flight of a dove, sent by superior beings to spread calm throughout the world, to all sentient beings. In that way, there begins to be compassion for each other and coexistence in peace.” Working in sterling silver, Quispe handcrafts a gentle filigree dove with cool cabochons of natural amazonite accenting the dove’s tail feathers. Necklace 18"L, pendant 2.5"L. #425378 Peaceful Bird Amazonite Necklace $139.95

I. SAVING GRACE MAXI DRESS. With plenty of ruffled tiers for twirling and swishing, this cotton maxi dress goes from brunch to BBQ with ease. Crafted in India, the fun frock features a V neck with button placket, long blouson sleeves and a relaxed, breezy fit. Machine wash.

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 52"L. #422870 Saving Grace Maxi Dress $64.95

J. SPRING BUTTERFLY. A delicate butterfly, hand carved from green quartz, alights on freeform natural clear quartz. The artisans of Brazil’s Joias do Rio create this sculpture representing a symbol of transformation and abundance. The brass body with a silver finish can be positioned as desired. Approx. 3"H. #430610 Spring Butterfly $59.95
**F. Tibetan Chime of Compassion.** Inscribed with one of the most significant mantras in Buddhism – Om mani padme hum – this chime is handcrafted by Tibetan refugees in northern India. The hand-tuned chime produces a clear tone. Brass stand with wooden base and striker. 8.5"H x 5"Diam. #305998 Tibetan Chime of Compassion $64.95

**G. Leather Traveler Bag.** Made from soft, full-grain leather, our durable travel bag keeps your necessities safe and organized. Featuring zip closures, an exterior pocket for phone or glasses, a security pocket, and an adjustable cross-body strap. Folds flat for packing. Made in Bolivia. Red (RD), Green (GR), Cinnamon (CN), Blue (BL) or Black (BK). 11"W x 11"H x 2"D. #301943 Leather Traveler Bag $228.00

**H. Urban Minimalism Earrings.** With a gently curved shape and a brushed satin finish, these modern, minimalist earrings can make a statement on their own. Handcrafted of 18k gold plate and sterling silver by Desi Antani in Bali. Each 1.5"L. H. #358925 Gold $37.95 I. #247966 Sterling Silver $27.95 J. #358926 Rose Gold $37.95

**I. Palace Intrigue Embroidered Tunic.** Intricate mandalas and repeating geometric patterns inspired by centuries-old motifs grace this flowy printed tunic from India. Hand embroidery in tonal colors frame the button placket. 100% polyester. Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (20-22). Size L is 28"L. #345834 Palace Intrigue Embroidered Tunic $44.95

**J. Indian Stonewashed Joggers.** These hip, stonewashed rayon joggers are created by Indian designer Ajay Kapoor. In rayon with a tapered leg elastic cuff, plus an elastic waist with a drawstring, for a look that is loose and casual. Features side-seam pockets. 100% rayon. Machine wash. Light Blue (LB), Khaki (KH), Navy (NV), Charcoal (CH). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L inseam is 28"L. #373451 Indian Stonewashed Joggers $69.95

**K. Eternal Embrace Indonesian Sculpture.** Balinese sculptor Wayan Rendah evokes the protective embrace of romantic love in a deceptively simple carving. Endlessly entwined, emerging from a single block of richly grained suar wood, the sculpture is a touching symbol of affection for any couple. 8"H x 6"W x 2"D. #175970 Eternal Embrace Indonesian Sculpture $44.95

**L. Lily of the Incas Button-Front Blouse.** The colorful genus of flowers known as lily of the Incas is the inspiration for the hand-embroidered design of this 100% organic cotton blouse. Soutache embroidery and crochet lace details at the bust and cuffs. Button-and-loop closures and a V-neck collar. Machine wash. Made in Peru. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28"L. A. #352232 Lily of the Incas Blouse - White $69.95 B. #352233 Lily of the Incas Blouse - Chambray $69.95 C. #374504 Lily of the Incas Blouse - Turquoise $69.95 D. #374505 Lily of the Incas Blouse - Navy $69.95 E. #413085 Lily of the Incas Blouse - Burgundy $69.95

**M. Indian Stonewashed Joggers.** These hip, stonewashed rayon joggers are created by Indian designer Ajay Kapoor. In rayon with a tapered leg elastic cuff, plus an elastic waist with a drawstring, for a look that is loose and casual. Features side-seam pockets. 100% rayon. Machine wash. Light Blue (LB), Khaki (KH), Navy (NV), Charcoal (CH). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L inseam is 28"L. #373451 Indian Stonewashed Joggers $69.95

**N. Eternal Embrace Indonesian Sculpture.** Balinese sculptor Wayan Rendah evokes the protective embrace of romantic love in a deceptively simple carving. Endlessly entwined, emerging from a single block of richly grained suar wood, the sculpture is a touching symbol of affection for any couple. 8"H x 6"W x 2"D. #175970 Eternal Embrace Indonesian Sculpture $44.95
A. BLOCK PRINT TEA LIGHT HOLDERS. Diligently carved with incredible designs, Tariq Khan’s tealight candle holders are a tribute to the beauty of traditional block-printing. Carved in relief by Indian artisans, the hand-chiseled designs are painted white, contrasting beautifully with the natural mango wood below. Each approx 4”Diam.
#418541 Block Print Tea Light Holders-set of 2 $39.95

NATURAL MOONLIGHT GARNET JEWELRY. The crescent moon is serene in a beautiful necklace and earrings by Made Wardika. He works in sterling silver, carving the sleek bone by hand, and adds a marquise-cut garnet to represent the approaching sunrise. Made in Indonesia. Lobster claw clasp. Necklace: Chain 20”L, Pendant 2”. Earrings: L 1.75”.
B. #342422 Natural Moonlight Pendant Necklace $59.95
C. #300838 Natural Moonlight Earrings $54.95

D. CHERRY BLOSSOM TEA CANISTER. A single cherry blossom, the beloved symbol of Asia, reaches across a ceramic tea canister. With a hand-finished texture similar to cast iron, each canister is decorated with a silky tassel attached to the air-tight lid. A sophisticated way to store loose leaf tea or coffee beans and makes an elegant addition to any kitchen or tea tray. Hand wash. Black (BL) or White (WH). 6.5”H x 3”Diam, 17 oz.
#402766 Cherry Blossom Tea Canister $33.95

E. BREEZY BAMBOO WINDCHIME. Trisna Dewi crafts a vivid chime using black bamboo etched with sunny designs. Dancing in the Balinese breeze, aluminium chimes sing in the wind. 18.5”L x 11.75”W.
#377689 Breezy Bamboo Windchime $34.95

FILIGREE KITTEN EARRINGS. Cat lovers will delight in these expressive, sterling silver filigree earrings by Pichaya. Handcrafted in Thailand. Approx. 1.25”L.
F. #216816 Filigree Kitten Earrings $29.95
G. #218120 Filigree Kitten Necklace $49.95

H. MIGHTY HEART OF INDIA SILVER NECKLACE. Indian jeweler Neenu Goel designs this sterling silver heart pendant with a dazzling flower showered in small silver dewdrops. The pendant centers a slender sterling silver chain. Chain 18”L, pendant: 2.25”L.
#167785 Mighty Heart of India Silver Necklace $89.95

HAND-PAINTED BATIK LOUNGEWEAR. Indonesia’s legendary batik textile traditions add elegance to soft, comfortable loungewear. The robe features dramatic kimono sleeves, side seam pockets and ties with a self-belt. The pajama set features a relaxed tee style, short sleeve top and elastic waist pants. 100% rayon. Machine wash cold. Robe S4” from shoulder to hem.
One size fits most.
Pajama set S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).
I. #176175 Hand-painted Batik Midnight Robe $99.95
J. #401813 Batik short sleeve PJ set $99.95

Indonesian Batik is a UNESCO designated intangible cultural heritage tradition.
CONFETTI RECYCLED GLASSWARE. Set a festive table with glassware from the renowned Mexican studio of Javier and Efren. Hand blown using recycled glass, each piece boasts a satisfying weight and thickness as well as tiny air bubbles that are testaments to their handmade nature.

A. #252662 10 oz. Juice Glasses (set of 6) $64.95
B. #157062 14 oz. Tumblers (set of 6) $74.95
C. #259649 7.5" Serving Bowl $59.95
D. #336587 11 oz. Pitcher $49.95
E. #336583 Champagne Flutes (set of 6) $99.95
F. #251970 Margarita Glasses (set of 6) $89.95

BOUQUET VANITY ACCESSORIES. From the family workshop of Ivan Martinez in Dolores Hidalgo, Mexico, come these pretty ceramic vanity accessories. Each is hand painted and high-fired in the traditional methods of the region, famous for its Talavera-style ceramics. The colonial-era inspired motif with bold flowers was designed by Ivan, using an updated color palette to match today’s modern decor.

G. #418473 Toothbrush Cup $21.95
H. #418474 Cotton Bud Jar $19.95
I. #418472 Tissue Box Cover $28.95
J. #391079 Soap Dish $21.95
K. #413973 Soap Dispenser $23.95
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SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Your satisfaction is fully guaranteed! If any product fails to meet your expectations for any reason, contact customer service at 1-800-347-3147 or catalog@novica.com.

SALES TAX BY STATE
For your information in the spaces below, please add your sales tax amount in each state where you have orders for personalized items cannot be canceled.

Questions about your order? Call: 1-800-347-3147

All prices are in U.S. dollars.
CLASSIC BLUE RIM GLASSWARE. Bordered in brilliant cobalt blue and individually hand blown using recycled glass, this classic Mexican glassware brings a decidedly summer vibe to any table. Expertly crafted, each piece boasts a satisfying weight and thickness as well as slight variations in size and color with tiny air bubbles that are testaments to their handmade nature. All glasses are sets of 6 unless noted.

A. #140496 4 Margarita Glasses 8 oz. $69.95
B. #72189 Wine Glasses 10 oz. $69.95
C. #11427 Beer Glasses 8 oz. $64.95
D. #14337 Tequila Glasses 2 oz. $44.95
E. #161655 Pitcher 82 oz. $49.95
F. #67166 4.25” Juice Glasses 8 oz. $49.95
G. #11461 5” Drinking Glasses 14 oz. $59.95

FLORAL POINTS EARRINGS. These lovely hoop earrings are crafted of sterling silver, elaborated with intricate floral motifs within pointed shapes. Presented by Putu Putri, this accessory celebrates Balinese craftsmanship. 1”L

#307199 Floral Points Earrings $31.95

SPRING LEAVES BATIK DRESSES. Textile artisan Desak Nyoman Parwati creates a casual rayon dress replete with natural Balinese elements. Leafy motifs are created through a traditional batik dying process involving artistic applications of wax along with a tie-dyeing technique to create complex layers of color. A perfect dress for the season, and it has pockets! Hand wash cold.

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).

Size L is 41”L.

H. #313586 Sleeveless Tunic ‘Leafy Grove’ $44.95
I. #313587 Sleeveless Tunic ‘Leafy Path’ $44.95